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Leadership Stars
Monday at 10 AM Pacific
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March 26th 2018:Leadership Skills for Your Most Important
Team - Your Children!
We don’t usually expect to see “leadership” and “parenting” in the
same sentence, do we? But they should be, says parenting
coach, educator, and author Cynthia Klein! Learn parenting
leadership skills to help shift from an adversarial to an ally
authority figure to create the family harmony you desire. These are
also skill that you can use in the workplace or with your friends and
teams. Join Linda Patten and her guest, Cynthia Klein, as they
offer parenting success stories and critical tips on creating
greater respect, cooperation and happiness in your home.
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Featured Guest
Cynthia Klein
Cynthia Klein’s passion is to create world peace by first creating peace within each
family. Through her 23 years as a parenting coach, educator, and author, she has
discovered that parents often use ineffective strategies. Unknowingly, parents use a
leadership style that creates adversarial relationships in the family. In order to create
the desired family harmony, they need to shift from an adversarial to an ally authority
figure. Through Cynthia’s approach, parents are inspired to look within, take the new
information, and develop their inner wisdom about how to rear their children. The
success of her Ally parenting philosophy is based on parents realizing that the power to
transfor
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